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PASSIVE-MEMBERSHIP 

(Version 14 November 2020) 

 
 
Dear friend of Karate-Do 
 
As a member of several organisations, we are involved in the continued development of Karate in Switzerland 
and around the globe. Whether you are a former member of our school, have trained in Karate before, still 
have Karate in your blood or would just like to support our sport, we would like to give you the opportunity to 
be involved as a passive member. 
  
You can easily sign-up and hold passive membership with Swiss Seishinkai Karate-Do and maybe you will be 
interested in Karate again at a later stage. With the low yearly fee of CHF 80.00 / CHF 90.00 (see below for 
details) you not only support Karate for the young, but you also profit personally: 
 

Passive membership with licence 
(CHF 110.00) 

Passive membership without licence 
(CHF 80.00) 

  

➢ You remain as member of Seishinkai and have 
no licence gap in your personal Martial Arts 
Passport (e.g. for a later comeback). 

➢ As a member with licence, you can still 
participate in courses and events or profit from 
event admission discounts. 

➢ You support Seishinkai and its projects (J+S 
youth sport etc.).  

➢ You stay informed about international Karate 
courses and events (distribution of information). 

➢ As passive member, you can still 
participate in courses or events of Swiss 
Seishinkai Karate-Do or profit from event 
admission discounts. 

➢ You support the Swiss Seishinkai Karate-
Do and its projects (youth sport etc.).  

➢ You stay informed about international 
Karate courses and events (distribution of 
information). 

The registration to passive membership is very simple. Please fill in the form below and send it to us. You will 
automatically become a passive member by paying the yearly dues. In the case of cancellation, a notice must 
be sent by registered mail by 30th November of the current year. Should we not receive written notice, the 
contract will automatically be extended for another payment period by default.  
 

With sporty greetings 

   
Alex Neidhart    Santo Giuga 
Sensei     Sensei 
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 
 

Last name: First name: Date of birth: 

First name + last name of legal guardian: 

Street / No.: Post Code/City: 

Phone Priv.: Phone Bus.: Mobile: 

Membership: ❑ Passive membership with licence  ❑ Passive membership without licence 

Place, date: Signature: 

 


	passive-membership



